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AbstractQuantum mechanics postulates a universal relation between the energy and fre-quency of a charged particle. This is the origin of the allometric relation betweenmetabolic rate P , and body size W , namely P = aW �. The directionality theory ofevolutionary dynamics asserts that the evolutionarily stable states of populations arecharacterized by extremal states of entropy. This is the origin of the dependence of thescaling exponent � on the phylogenetic status of the organism.This article shows that (a) in populations subject to bounded growth constraints,the value � = 3=4 and is characterized by physiological states that maximize metabolicrate, (b) in populations subject to unbounded growth constraints, the value � = 2=3,and is de�ned by physiological states which minimize metabolic rate. This modelis distinguished from current hypotheses in three main respects: (i) it pertains toprokaryotes, plants and animals, (ii) it explains the empirical fact that the 3/4 is nota universal property and that deviations from this rule exist at all levels of biologicalorganization (iii) it explains the fact that scaling exponent is highly dependent on bodysize and phylogenetic condition.
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IntroductionA fundamental property of any organism is its body size. This characteristic imposes con-straints on the physiology and behavior of the organism and determines its energy expendi-ture. A large class of empirical studies show that physiological properties of the organism,denoted Y , and body size denoted W , are typically represented by the allometric law; [1],[2], [3], [4], [5], [6] Y = aW �Here � is a scaling exponent, and a is a constant which is dependent on the organism: Inthe case of the physiological variable metabolic rate, P , the exponent � is known to varyfrom 2=3 to 3=4, with � = 3=4 representing the value attained by large mammals [7], and� = 2=3 characterizing many species of birds [7], [8].Although these scaling relations were documented six decades age and have important eco-logical [9] and pharmaceutical implications [10], [11] theoretical basis remains highly contro-versial [12]: no general theory has succeeded in explaining the origin of the relations, thedeviations from the dominant 3=4 rule, and the universality of these relations for di�erentkinds of biological systems: uni-cellular organisms, plants and animals. A recent hypothesis,[13], [14], based on the idea that metabolic processes depends on the fractal like nature ofdistribution networks, has generated considerable interest and invited challenges on severalgrounds. Alexander [15] has questioned some of the basic assumptions of the model, and inaddition has observed that the network structure invoked does not necessarily apply to ani-mals such as crustaceans, snails, which have open blood systems, or to uni-cellular organismsand lower invertebrates which have no blood systems. The claim in [14] that fractal networksneed not be a physical system of branching tubes but can be \virtual" does not adequatelyresolve the objections raised in [15]. Dodds et al. [7] have noted that the network modeldoes not account for the deviation from the 3=4 rule which their analysis of the data hasrecognized. Indeed, the examination in [7] shows that the exponent � is highly dependent onbody size and phylogentic status; a condition which is inconsistent with the network model.This article proposes a new mechanism, applicable to prokaryotes, plants and animals, whichexplains the origin of the scaling relation, the deviation from the 3=4 pattern, and thedependency of this deviation on phylogenetic status and body size: Our model is basedon a central tenet of the chemiosmotic theory of bioenergetics [16], [17]: the production of2



ATP, the energy currency of living organisms, is mediated by the coupling of two dynamicalprocesses (i) the movement of electrons through a series of carriers in biological membranes| the plasma membrane in bacteria, the inner membrane in mitochondria, the thylakoidmembrane in chloroplasts, (ii) the translocation of protons across the membrane to producea proton gradient.Energy transduction in biological membrane will be constrained by processes of physics whichact primarily at the molecular level and unfolds on the time scale of a protonic cycle, andthe processes of evolution which act at the population level and unfolds on the time scale ofa generation.In this article we analyse the e�ect of physical constraints by invoking the quantum mechan-ical nature of energy transfer in electron ow. We exploit this quanization principle to showthat metabolic rate P and body size W are allometrically related. We haveP = aW �: (1)Here � = 4��14� , where � denote the e�ciency of the coupling between electron transport andproton translocation.We analyze the e�ects which evolutionary constraints impose on energy transduction byappealing to directionality theory [18], [19], a dynamical theory of evolution based on theconcept evolutionary entropy, a measure of the variability in the age of reproducing indi-viduals in the population. Directionality theory analyses evolutionary changes in entropyin populations subject to two classes of ecological constraints (a) bounded growth | thisproperty describes populations whose average growth rate is stationary or is bounded by theuctuation decay rate in population numbers; (b) unbounded growth | this condition char-acterizes populations whose average growth rate exceeds the uctuation decay rate. We willshow that evolutionary changes in the parameters entropy and metabolic rate are positivelycorrelated. We will then appeal to the main tenets of directionality theory to predict thefollowing dependencies between the ecological constraints and scaling exponents.(I) Bounded growth constraints: Physiological states of organisms are described by ener-getic processes which maximize metabolic rate, which scales according to the relation:P � W 3=4.(II) Unbounded growth constraints: Physiological states are described by energetic relationswhich minimze metabolic rate, which scales according to the relation P � W 2=3.3



These predictions indicate that the scaling exponent will not only be constrained by physicalfactors, in this case the quantum nature of energetic interactions, but will be contingent onthe evolutionary history or the phylogenetic status of the population. Our model entailsthat in lineages generated by large mammals or perennial plants where bounded growthconstraints prevail, scaling will be described by the 3=4 rule; whereas in lineages de�nedby small mammals or annual plants | organisms subject typically to unbounded growthconstraints | the 2=3 scaling rule will obtain. The empirical analysis delineated in Dodds,Rothman and Weitz [7] concords with these general predictions.
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Energy Transduction and Allometric RelationsIn our mathematical analysis of the coupling between electron transport and proton translo-cation which de�nes the energy transduction process, we will focus on the operations of bac-teria, which in general consist of a single compartment bounded by a cytoplasmic membrane.In view of the chemiosmotic theory [16], [17] the same principles of energy transduction ap-ply to chloroplasts and mitochondria. Accordingly the scaling relations we derive will alsopertain to plants and animals.We will consider energy transduction as a two stage process: (a) An energy source is usedto transport protons uphill across the hydrophobic barrier of the cytoplasmic membrane.As a result the energy is transduced to an electrochemical potential di�erence, �p, of hy-drogen ions composed of di�erencies in electrical and chemical potential. (b) The energyaccumulated is utilized for ATP synthesis coupled to downhill H+ movement, see Fig. 1.Fig. (1)We are interested in analytically describing the energy generated by the coupling of these twoprocesses. As electrons pass along the electron transport chain, �p is generated as a resultof the translocation of protons across the bacterial plasma membrane. The electrochemicalgradient �p is used, to drive ATP synthesis.In view of the resistance of the membrane to the traanslocation of electric charge, the couplingof the electron transport chain to ATP production will not be perfect: it will be characterizedby a certain e�ciency which represents the extent to which electron transport and protontranslocation are coupled.Constraints of Physics: Quantization of e�ectsWe will consider the electrons in the electron transport chain as a collection of oscillatorswith frequency � whose energy can only be contained in discrete units of energy h�. Wewrite E1 = h�, where h the quantum of action denotes Planck's constant.The protons in the proton translocation system is described in terms of a proton cycle time,denoted � , the mean time it takes proton to traverse the pathway linking electron owwith the ATP synthase. The mean metabolic energy E2 generated by this process will beproportional to � , with constant of proportionality g. We call g the quantum of metabolismand we write E2 = g� . 5



We now consider the coupling between the electron transport system and proton translo-cation. We take account of the fact that the electrons can assume only discrete energyvalues: E1 = 0; h�; 2h�; : : : kh� : : : . These energy levels, in a system coupled to a protontranslocation system with cycle time � , have probabilities de�ned bypk = A exp ��kh�g�� � ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : (2)Here �, 0 < � � 1, denote the e�ciency of the coupling between the electron transport andproton translocation systems.The coe�cient A is determined by the condition that the sums of the probabilities pk mustbe unity. This condition yields A = 1� exp �� h�g��� ; : : : (3)The energy ~E(�) of the quantized process will be given by ~E(�) = ~nh�, where ~n = Pk kpk,denote the average number of quanta.We have, using (2) and (3) ~E(�) = h�exp[ h�g�� ]� 1 (4)In view of (4), the total energy generated by the coupling of the electron transport systemwith the translocation of protons is given byU = 1Z0 ~Ef(�)d�where f(�) denotes the frequency density of modes.The density of modes plays the same role as the density of single-particle states in the perfectgas problem, [20], accordingly, we can assume that f(�) = a�2 where a is a constant.We thus obtain U = a 1Z0 h�3 d�exp( h�g�� )� 1= � ah3� (g��)4 1Z0 x3dxex � 16



This yields U = c� 4� (5)where c = ag4=h3The expression for the total energy given by (5) can be exploited to derive an analyticalrepresentation of the metabolic rate in terms of body size.We �rst observe that at steady state the total energy U will be proportional to the volumeof the cell. Assuming that the density of the cell is uniform, we have U = kW . In view of(5), the cycle time � we be given by the allometric relation� = �W 14� (6)where � = �kc � 14� :Since the metabolic rate P = dUd� , we obtainP = 4�c�4��1W 4��14� (7)One of the central assumptions that underlie the model is that the physiological propertiesof organisms are determined by both physical and evolutionary constraints. The expressonfor the metabolic rate P given in (5) derives from physical constraints, namely the quantizednature of energy in the electron transport system. We will now invoke directionality theoryto determine the set of constraints evolutional evolutionary forces will impose on metabolicrate.Evolutionary constraints: directionality theory.Directionality theory is a dynamical theory of evolution which integrates Mendelian geneticswith demographic factors to study the dynamics of gene frequency change under di�erentmodes of ecological constraints. The central concept in the theory is the demographic pa-rameter evolutionary entropy, which describes the heterogeneity in birth and death ratesamong individuals in a population of replicating organisms. Demographic heterogeneity hasits origins in the instability of the ontogenetic process: the small variations in timing and inthe sequence of developmental events that translate the genetic program into the adult state.This instability entails that any genetically homogeneous population of individuals will becharacterized by a variability in their phenotypic states | size, age, metabolic energy |and hence variability in terms of their reproduction and survivorship rates. In populations7



in which the state of individuals is parametrized by age, we have shown that evolutionaryentropy, denoted H is uniquely characterized by [18],
H = � 1Z0 p(x) log p(x)dx1Z0 xp(x)dx � ST (8)Here p(x) represents the probability distribution of the age of reproducing individuals in thepopulation; and T describes the generation time, the mean age of individuals at the birth oftheir o�spring.Evolution entropy has an important dynamic attribute: it describes demographic stability,the rate of decay of the uctuations in population numbers which are induced by smallvariations in the individual birth and death rate.The main tenets of directionality theory are a set of principles which relate the ecologicalconstraints, bounded and unbounded growth, with evolutionary changes in entropy undermutation and natural selection. The correspondence between ecological constraints andevolutionary trends can be qualitatively annotated as follows, [19]:(I) Bounded growth constraints: (large population size): a uni-directional increase in en-tropy(II) Unbounded growth constraints: (large population size): a uni-directional decrease inentropy.(III) Unbounded growth constraints: (small population size): random, non-directional changein entropy.These principles can be invoked to predict evolutionary trends in metabolic rate. We �rstobserve, as shown in [21], that up to additive constants, the entropy function S de�ned in (8),can be expressed in terms of the metabolic rate P of an adult individual in the population,and the generation time T . We have S = PT (9)where  denotes a numerical constant. 8



In view of (8) and (9), changes in the metabolic rate P and evolutionarly entropy H willbe positively correlated. Consequently, evolutionary trends in the metabolic rate will bedescribed by patterns similar to A(I), A(II) and A(III). We can therefore delineate thefollowing principles relating ecological norms with evolutionary trends in metabolic rate.B(I) Bounded growth constraints: A uni-directional increase in metabolic rateB(II) Unbounded growth constraints: (large population size): A uni-directional decrease inmetabolic rate.B(III) Unbounded growth constraints: (small population size): random, non-directional changein metabolic rate.The principles described by B(I), B(II), and B(III) entail that the metabolic rate of anorganism, and consequently, the scaling exponent � = 4��14� , will be modulated by the eco-logical situation the population endures during its evolutionary history. We can thereforedistinguish between the following two perspectives:(A) Bounded Growth: In populations subject to these ecological constraints, the evolution-arily stable state of the population will be described by organisms with physiological statesthat maximize the metabolic rate. The maximal metabolic rate will be characterized by ane�ciency � = 1. In this case, we have � = 3=4, and P � W 3=4.(B) Unbounded Growth: In populations evolving under these constraints, the evolutionar-ily stable states will be de�ned by organisms with physiological states that minimize themetabolic rate.Now for a given body sizeW , the minimal metabolic rate will be that rate which balances therate of heat loss. However, in a resting state, heat is predominantly lost through the surfacearea, which scales as V 2=3 where V denotes the volume. Assuming a size invariant uniformdensity, we obtain that the minimal metabolic rate will described by the exponent � = 2=3and we have P � W 2=3. This minimal condition corresponds to an e�ciency � = 3=4.The predictions relating ecological constraints, scaling exponents and metabolic conditionare summarized in Table (1).
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Table 1Relations between ecological constraints, scaling exponent and metabolic rateEcological condition Scaling exponent Metabolic RateBounded growth � = 3=4 Maximal valueUnbounded growth � = 2=3 Minimal valueThe model we have described is restricted to unicellular organisms. It can be easily extendedto plants and animals. Energy transduction in plants is mediated by means of the thylakoidmembrane in chloroplasts; in animals, by means of the inner membrane in mitochondria:ATP production in these organelles is also generated by the coupling of electron transportand proton translocation: Accordingly the model for uni-cellular organisms applies to thesesystems provided we assume that body size is related to the number of chloroplasts in plantsand the number of mitochondria in animals.
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ConclusionThe model we have proposed provides a mechanism for understanding the central role ofbody size at all levels of biological organization, prokaryotes, plants and animals. The modelrests on the idea that energy transduction in biological organisms is constrained by twoclasses of processes which operate on two distinct scales. The �rst process derives fromPhysics. This process has its origin in quantum mechanics and the constraints which thediscrete nature of energy interactions impose on the relation between size and metabolicenergy. This process unfolds on the time scale of molecular interactions. The second processderives from evolutionary dynamics and the constraints which ecological forces impose onchanges in the demographic properties of populations by natural selection. This dynamic isregistered on the time scale of population interactions, namely, a generation.The relationship between metabolic rate and body size depends on the number of degreesof freedom a given quantity of metabolic energy may express in a body of a given size.Quantum interaction entails that the number of degrees of freedom over which metabolicenergy can spread is large; a property which means that metabolic rate will be allometricallyand not linearly related to body size. Evolutionary interactions impose further bounds onthe number of degrees of freedom: the scaling exponents 3=4 and 2=3 are consequencies ofthe e�ects of these interactions.
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